University Neighborhoods Faculty Meet-Up

Join us on a tour of the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood followed by a facilitated conversation exploring ideas about community partnerships and interdisciplinary research and engagement opportunities.

Friday, April 20
9:00am-1:00pm

Cedar Commons
2001 Riverside Ave. S, Minneapolis MN 55454

9:00am-10:15am: Optional walking tour of Cedar Riverside Neighborhood
(Meet at Humphrey School Atrium, End at Cedar Commons)

10:30am – 10:45am: Introductions and Organization spotlight on the African Development Center.

10:45am-11:30am: Facilitated conversation of community challenges, research interests, and areas for collaboration.

RSVP by Thursday, April 19
Merrie Benasutti, Coordinator of Community Partnerships
benas021@umn.edu or 612-624-8300

This meet-up is part of the University Neighborhoods Collaborative Engagement Initiative, which aims to promote community campus academic engagement, conversation, and collaboration on timely issues that connect the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus to the neighborhoods adjacent to the university. This is the first in a series of meet-up and conversations planned. Stay tuned for opportunities to connect with adjacent communities.

More information can be found at: https://engagement.umn.edu/our-impact/metropolitan-engagement-zones